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Natural Products and the Supply Challenge

A Multi-scale, Interdisciplinary Engineering Approach

Natural products derived from plants are an incredible source of bioactive chemical diversity
- Dyes (textiles, cosmetics)
- Pharmaceuticals (paclitaxel, aspirin, morphine)
- Nutraceuticals (ginseng, Echinacea extract)

Cell based bioprocesses can be analyzed at different scales
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Plants have been used as medicines throughout history, and 65% of the world’s population
still use plants for primary healthcare
Though 2/3 of anti-cancer drugs developed between 1981 and 2008 were plant derived,
research into natural products as drug leads has steadily declined

Subcellular Analysis

Cell Population Characterization

Why the decline?

How to measure aggregate size?

Limitations in commercial scale natural product supply

Production Method

Limitations

Natural harvest

Slow growing or rare plants

 Filtration
Time consuming, low resolution

Case study – Paclitaxel (Taxol ®)

 Microscopy
Time consuming, low sample count

A single dose requires bark from
three 100 year old trees

Chemical synthesis

Complex structures require
expensive and inefficient
synthetic chemistry

Process with > 35 chemical
transformations and many harsh
chemical solvents

Microbial host

Incomplete biosynthetic
pathway and genetic
information

Only 12 of 19 putative
biosynthetic pathway genes are
known

Genes are upregulated in small aggregates
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 Developed new method: Coulter Counter
 Fast, reliable, and simple

Single Cell Heterogeneity
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Plant Cell Culture: A renewable alternative
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Single cells isolated from small aggregates
contain more paclitaxel

“Plant stem cells” can be cultured in vitro

Aggregate size changes over time

Cultures with smaller
aggregates produce more
paclitaxel

Mathematical Modeling of Bioprocesses
Can we predict and control cell aggregation phenomena?
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Approach: Use Population Balance Equations
 Used to describe particulate systems in applications from
crystallization to aerosols to emulsions

Model predicts key process variables
( symbols = experiment, line = model)

Total biomass
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Goal: Predict how size distribution changes over time

Plant Cell Culture Initiation

Aggregate size

Obstacles to widespread use
Low yields of drug products
Difficulty in scale up due to cell aggregation
Variability in genetic, epigenetic, and process characteristics

Key characteristic – Cell aggregates

Extracellular paclitaxel (mg/L)

(A) Explants are taken from differentiated plant material, (B) propagated in an undifferentiated state on
solid media, (C) transferred to liquid media, and (D) finally scaled up to a bioreactor
particles grow
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Aggregates effect
bioprocessing scale up
(reactor designs, etc.)

Large distribution of aggregate sizes –
two to thousands of cells (50 μm to > 2500 μm)

particles break into

Aggregates induce
microenvironments and
cause differences in
individual cells
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Summary
Plant cell culture is a renewable alternative to
supply important natural product
pharmaceuticals
An integrated, multi-scale approach using
techniques from a range of disciplines will help
to realize the potential of this technology
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